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	This book presents a wide-spectrum illustration of what research in Information Retrieval
	has produced or will produce in the next years. The book content includes
	chapters on Aggregated Search, Digital Advertising, Digital Libraries, Discovery of
	Spam and Opinions in the Web, Evaluation, Information Retrieval in Context, Multimedia
	Resource Discovery, Quantum Mechanics applied to Information Retrieval,
	Scalability Challenges inWeb Search Engines, and Users in Interactive Information
	Retrieval Evaluation. Every chapter is authored by well-known researchers, with an
	integrated bibliography and subject index. In the following paragraphs we describe
	briefly the content of each of these chapters, which are sorted in lexicographical
	order by first author.


	We start with a chapter on Digital Libraries by Maristella Agosti from the University
	of Padova, Italy. Here she gives some historical background to then introduce
	the main concepts of present digital library systems. After that, the chapter covers
	usability, interoperability and evaluation issues.


	The second chapter is Scalability Challenges in Web Search Engines by Berkant
	Barla Cambazoglu and Ricardo Baeza-Yates from Yahoo! Research Barcelona,
	Spain. This chapters looks at current search engine architectures, from a single
	search server to search clusters. The chapter ends in a hypothetical geographically
	distributed multi-site search system, focusing on scalability issues and current open
	problems.


	Chapter three is entitled Spam, Opinions, and other Relationships: Towards a
	Comprehensive View of the Web by Bettina Berendt from Leuven University, Belgium.
	This chapter proposes an integrating model of learning cycles involving data,
	information and knowledge, which includes Information Retrieval and Knowledge
	Discovery in the Web as particular cases. This is illustrated by applying the model
	to spam detection, opinion mining and relation mining.


	The fourth chapter is The User in Interactive Information Retrieval Evaluation
	by Peter Ingwersen from the Royal School of Library and Information Science,
	Denmark. This chapter explores interactive information retrieval by using
	a laboratory research framework for IR. This involves the definition of request
	types, ultra-light experiments, interactive-light studies and naturalistic field investigations.
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The Big User-Friendly Cyber Security Gaint - Palo Alto Networks: An Ultimate Guide To Secure Your Cloud And On-Premise NetworksIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	alo Alto Networks, Inc. (NYSE: PANW) is an international

	cybersecurity organization located in Santa Clara, California. Its

	essential products include an integrated firewall framework and

	cloud-based offerings that expand sure firewalls to cover other

	protection issues. About 70,000 businesses in 150 countries

	utilize the...
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Computational Intelligence in ControlIGI Global, 2002

	The problem of controlling uncertain dynamic systems, which are subject to external disturbances, uncertainty and sheer complexity is of considerable interest in computer science, Operations Research and Business domains. The application of intelligent systems has been found useful in problems when the process is either difficult to model or...
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Joseph Lowery's Beyond DreamweaverNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Joseph Lowery's Beyond  Dreamweaver is for Dreamweaver designers and developers who are serious  about increasing their productivity, expanding their skill set, and making  themselves more valuable in the workplace. You'll find techniques for  integrating Dreamweaver with your company's content...
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CD and DVD ForensicsSyngress Publishing, 2007
CD and DVD Forensics will take the reader through all facets of handling, examining, and processing CD and DVD evidence for computer forensics. At a time where data forensics is becoming a major part of law enforcement and prosecution in the public sector, and corporate and system security in the private sector, the interest in this subject has...
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Methods for Mining and Summarizing Text Conversations (Synthesis Lecture on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Before the invention of the Internet and the creation of the Web, the vast majority of human
	conversations were in spoken form, with the only notable, but extremely limited, exception being
	epistolary exchanges. Some important spoken conversations, such as criminal trials and political
	debates (e.g., Hansard, the transcripts of...
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Compiler Construction Using Java, JavaCC, and YaccJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Broad in scope, involving theory, the application of that theory, and programming technology, compiler construction is a moving target, with constant advances in compiler technology taking place. Today, a renewed focus on do-it-yourself programming makes a quality textbook on compilers, that both students and instructors will enjoy using, of...
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